HEAVEN FRESH

CLEANING PROCEDURES

These procedures are offered as advisory methods of cleaning urinals when cleaning
urinals involving Bio Sleeve, Blu Away and Bio Block products to achieve optimum
effectiveness of the products.
Cleaning Trough Type Urinal

Cleaning the Bio Sleeve
1.

Always wear approved rubber gloves before carrying out any cleaning

2.

Make sure you have been made aware of the hazards and treatment associated with using
the Bio Sleeve, Blu Away and Bio Block products before using any of the products
through an induction course including the Material Data Safety Sheets (MSDS’s) for the
products.
Shake Blu-Away cleaner before using.

2a.

Starting to clean
3.

Remove any rubbish eg, cigarette butts, hair and chewing gum around the Bio Sleeve before removing the Bio Sleeve.

4.

Lift out the Bio Sleeve by holding the top and pulling upwards. The Bio Sleeve will
probably have a length of black poly pipe attached which will be come visible as you
pull up the Bio Sleeve. Make sure you lift the whole pipe up before pulling the Bio
Sleeve and pipe away for cleaning

5.

Remove any rubbish attached to the Bio Sleeve and place in your rubbish bag

6.

Turn the Bio Sleeve and pipe on the side and look under the cap , behind the grill, to
see if the blue block is visible.
If YES , some of the blue block is still visible, then clean the Bio Sleeve and pipe by using a wet rag and wiping with Blu Away solution. Then place the Bio Sleeve into a
bucket ready for replacement in the urinal after the trough is cleaned.
If NO blue block is visible disconnect the pipe from the Bio Sleeve by pulling apart, get
a new Bio Sleeve, connect the pipe onto the Bio Sleeve and into a bucket, ready to replace it into the urinal after the trough is cleaned
Put the old Bio Sleeve into the Heaven Fresh bag and place in the Heaven Fresh recycle
bin provided.

7.

Clean the top of the ring adaptor in the urinal trough, from which the Bio Sleeve was extracted, by using a little of the Blu Away solution and a damp course bristle scrubbing
brush. Scrub for at least 10 seconds.

8.

Rinse off the Uric Acid with clean cold water

9.

After cleaning the trough (see trough cleaning procedures) replace the Bio Sleeve with
extension pipe attached (where used) ensuring : * the extension pipe is tight on the stem of the Bio-Sleeve
* the stem on the bottom of the Bio Sleeve part is pulled out from the cap as far as possible (you don’t need much force) and
the Bio Sleeve is properly pushed down into the adaptor ring by GENTLY rotating the Bio
Sleeve until it drops down so that the ‘teeth’ on the sides touch the adaptor ring

X
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Cleaning the Urinal Bowl
ONLY USE diluted (1:10) Blu Away for Urinal Bowls and floor (ie 1 part full strength Blu
Away to 10 parts clean cold water)
1.

Remove the rubbish, eg cigarette butts, hair, chewing gum from around the Bio
Sleeve and then remove the Bio Sleeve as detailed in the Bio Sleeve cleaning
section.

2.

Look in the bowl and see if there is any Uric Acid build up. Look for brown stains or
brown sludge. Look particularly behind the ‘lip’ around the edges and bottom of the
bowl (usually present with Integra and Leda brand bowls

If YES then apply Blu Away solution and scrub with a course bristle scrubbing brush for at
least 10 seconds. The build up will not always go away with the first scrub but repeated 10
second scrubs each time the urinal is cleaned will remove

3.
Broadly jet spray with a hand held spray applicator (don’t mist spray) over all of the Urinal bowl surfaces including the tiles on the floor under the bowl

7.

4.

Then wipe ALL OVER every surface, including the floor tiles, with a water dampened
mop or cloth. Use ONLY a mop or cloth that has been used in clean water. The mop or
cloth must NEVER have been used in a chemical solution or the Blu Away will not work

5.

Allow all surfaces to dry naturally – DO NOT wipe them down with a dry mop or cloth

6.

When finished replace the Bio Sleeve

If using a diluted solution of Blu Away pour all excess diluted Blu Away into the cleaners
sink after ALL Urinals have been cleaned at the end of a shift. DO NOT store diluted Blu
Away for the next cleaning job
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Cleaning Urinal Trough
Check with a Supervisor or manufacturers instructions whether to use diluted or full strength Blu Away
( generally 1:10 diluted Blu Away is used ie 1 part full strength Blu Away to 10 parts clean cold water)

1.

Clean the rubbish, eg cigarette butts, hair , chewing gum, etc, out of the trough

2.

Look in the trough and see if there is any Uric Acid build up. Look for brown stains or
brown sludge. If YES then apply Blu Away solution and scrub with a course bristle scrubbing brush for at least 10 seconds. The build up will not always go away with the first
scrub but repeated 10 second scrubs each time the urinal is cleaned will remove the build
up in good time.

3.

Broadly jet spray with a hand held spray applicator (don’t mist spray) over all of the Urinal surfaces including the top, sides, trough, vertical back panel and step (tiles or stainless
steel)

4.

Then wipe ALL OVER every surface with a water dampened mop or cloth. Use ONLY a
mop or cloth that has been used in clean water. The mop or cloth must NEVER have been
used in a chemical solution or the Blu Away will not work

5.

Allow all surfaces to dry naturally – DO NOT wipe them down with a dry mop or cloth

6.
The Bio Sleeve is properly pushed down into the adaptor ring by GENTLY rotating the Bio
Sleeve until it drops down so that the ‘teeth’ on the sides touch the adaptor

7.

If using a diluted solution of Blu Away pour all excess diluted Blu Away into the cleaners sink
after ALL Urinals have been cleaned at the end of a shift. DO NOT store diluted Blu Away

Placing Bio Blocks in the Urinal Trough
Use tongs or approved rubber gloves to take Bio Blocks out of the container and place in
the urinal trough.
DO NOT touch bio-blocks without using gloves
Always seal the container properly after taking Bio Blocks out of the container

